Follow Me To Paradise
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Across
2. On Paradise, ____ and space are nonexistent
3. This is the first and dominant passion of all who climb to the
blissful shores of Paradise
5. These exalted beings have their personal residences on
Paradise (and you'll be one, one fine day..)
7. It is natural, on your world, to speak of Paradise as upward,
but it would be more correct to refer to the divine goal of
ascension as this
11. At the center of this perfect central universe is the
stationary and absolutely stabilized Isle of Paradise
12. Grandfanda was the first of this kind of being to attain
Havona
14. The dark gravity bodies neither reflect nor absorb this - they
hide Havona and Paradise from the view of even near-by
inhabited universes of time and space
16. The Seven Master ______ radiate their influence out from the
central Isle, thus constituting the vast creation one gigantic
wheel
20. This spiritual counterpart of a mortal being is destined to
survive mortal death and begin the Paradise ascension
21. How many superuniverses revolve about Paradise in a
counterclockwise direction?
26. The Father's circuit of sacred life spheres are these moon-like
bodies
28. In the Havona universe there are one billion _______ worlds
with their perfect inhabitants
29. As finaliters you will be domiciled on Paradise, but
Ascendington will be your ____ address at all times
30. The Father indeed abides on Paradise, but his divine presence
also dwells in the _____ of men
31. This three-fold manifestation of God resides on Paradise

Down
1. Every God-knowing mortal who has espoused the career of
doing the Father's ____ has already embarked upon the long,
long Paradise trail
2. The central Isle is geographically divided into this many
domains of activity
4. The Isle of Paradise is The center and focal point of this
force
6. The seven spheres of the Universal Father, circulating about
Paradise are this (very hush-hush...)
8. Seraphington is the destiny sphere for these beings
9. One of these on Paradise is just seven minutes, three and
one-eighth seconds less than one thousand years of the
present Urantia leap-year calendar
10. "Eye has not seen, nor ear heard...the things which the
Universal Father has prepared for those who survive the life
in the flesh on the ______ of time and space."
12. The vertical cross section of total space would slightly
resemble this kind of cross
13. This central Isle is the most gigantic organized body of
cosmic reality in all the master ________
15. Paradise is the geographic center of infinity and the dwelling
place of the eternal ___
17. This, the first measurable form of energy, has Paradise as its
nucleus
18. Paradise is the gigantic nuclear Isle of absolute stability
which rests this way
19. Paradise is the absolute master _______ of universal material
reality
22. Paradise is the geographic center of this
23. These zones (shhhhhh..) separate the vast galaxies which
race around Paradise in orderly procession
24. The Havona and the Paradise circuits are all one and the
same ______
25. It is the urge of the ascendant souls to find God, to attain
Deity, to achieve Paradise, and to know the ______
27. The Isle of Paradise has a universe location but no position in
_____
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